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Abstract

Graphics and text have to be well integrated in
order to achieve their full potential. A picture
shows but a text describes. In a statistical re-
port, graphics show the data that is analyzed in
the text. This paper describes a system, called
PostGraphe, which generates a report integrating
graphics and text from a single set of writer’s in-
tentions. The system is given the data in tabu-
lar form as might be found in a spreadsheet; also
input is a declaration of the types of values in
the columns of the table. The user chooses the
intentions to be conveyed in the graphics (e.g.
compare two variables, show the evolution of a
set of variables ...) and the system generates a
report in LATEX with the appropriate PostScript
graphic files.

1 Introduction

Graphics and text are very different media. For-
tunately, when their integration is successful,
they complement each other very well: a picture
shows whereas a text describes. In this research,
we are studying the interaction between the text
of a statistical report and its figures. Reports
are an organized synthesis of data that span a
whole array of forms going from tables of num-
bers to a text summarizing the findings. Statis-
tical reports are particularly interesting because
the reader can easily be overwhelmed by the raw

data. Without an appropriate preliminary sta-
tistical analysis to make the important points
stand out and, without an efficient organization
and presentation, the reader might be lost. In
this paper, we present the important factors in
the generation process as well as its important
steps. We then give an overview of a statistical
report generator called PostGraphe.

2 Important factors in the gen-
eration process

A number of factors have to be considered in
order to produce a statistical report containing
text and graphics. These factors include the
writer’s goals, the types and values of the vari-
ables to be presented, and the relations between
these variables.

The writer’s goals have a major role in the gen-
eration process. As we can see in figures 1 and 2,
the same data can be expressed in very different
ways according to the message the writer wishes
to transmit. The example presents the same set
of data — profits during the years 1971-1976 —
according to two different perspectives which re-
flect the writer’s goals or intentions. In figure 1,
the goal is to present the evolution of the profits
during the relevant time period. In figure 2, the
message is totally different, and corresponds to
a different goal: to compare the profits for the
6 years of the data set. Because of its temporal



nature, the usual way of presenting this data is
the message of evolution. The difference can be
seen in the organization of the graphs and in the
wording of the text. In figure 1, the evolution is
emphasized by using the horizontal axis for the
years [20, 3]. This is the accepted way of present-
ing temporal data. The years are sorted in as-
cending order, also to give the impression of evo-
lution. The associated text describes the overall
evolution and points out an interesting irregu-
larity. On the other hand, the writer’s intention
for figure 2 is totally different. In order to show
a comparison, a few structural changes have to
be made. First of all, the years are presented on
the vertical axis, thus eliminating the impression
of evolution [20]. This change is important to
the perception of the graph because it makes its
message clearer by eliminating a false inference.
Second, the years are treated as a nominal vari-
able instead of an ordinal one, and thus sorted
according to the profit values. This reordering
has two positive effects: it further destroys the
impression of evolution by making the years non-
sequential and it allows a better comparison of
the profits [9]. The text is also different from
the one in figure 1: instead of describing how
the profits evolved, it merely points out the best
and the worst years for profits. This difference in
perspective is important for a writer, especially
when trying to convey more subjective messages
[10].

If the communicative goals aren’t well iden-
tified, it is very easy to convey the wrong im-
pression to the reader. This problem is often
complicated by the fact that a single graph or
text can convey many messages at once, some
more direct than others. For example, figures 3
and 4 show 2 graphs that share a subset of in-
tentions. The main message is one of evolution
in figure 3 graph and correlation in figure 4, but
both graphs also transmit, with lower efficiency,
the main message of the other graph. Correla-
tion is perceptible in the line graph because the
two sets of data can be followed together and
evolution can be perceived in the point graph
because significant year clusters are marked by
different shapes. Thus, determining which types
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Figure 2: single communicative goal: compari-
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of graphs or text best satisfy single goals is not
sufficient; one also has to take into account the
cumulative influence of the secondary messages
conveyed by all parts of the report.
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Figure 3: combined communicative goals: evolu-
tion and correlation

As might be expected, the types of variables
give a lot of information about the structure of
the elements of the report [2, 12, 13]. For ex-
ample, although a continuous variable is better
represented by a line graph, the nature of a dis-
crete variable will become more apparent using
a column graph. Graphics-only systems can get
away with a simple type-system as presented in
[12, 13]. This type system classifies the visual
and organizational properties of data variables
using such categories as nominal , ordinal , and
quantitative. A more complex classification is
helpful in general as it allows the classification of
other useful properties, e.g. temporal, but in the
case of text generation, it becomes necessary in
order to express the units of the variables. For
example, knowing that “May” and “July” are
months allows a generator to produce temporal
expressions such as “two months later” [11].

To further refine the selection process, we have
to take into account not only the types, but also
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Figure 4: combined communicative goals: corre-
lation and evolution

the specific values of the data samples. The num-
ber of values sometimes has a lot of influence on
the choice of an expression schema. For exam-
ple, a discrete variable with 200 values will of-
ten be treated as continuous, thus overriding the
influence of its natural type. In other cases, the
range of values has a strong influence. Indeed, as
can be seen in figure 5, a seemingly good choice
can be invalidated when the range of values is
extreme.

These factors influence the structure and con-
tents of a statistical report and have to be looked
at simultaneously in order to be effective. Many
systems based on APT [12, 13] use types to de-
termine structure, but specific values are often
overlooked and the simultaneous use of types and
goals is rare. To further illustrate the importance
of simultaneous application of these factors, let’s
look at figure 5 again. In this graph the small
values are not readable because of the scale. In
general, this is considered a problem and can be
corrected by using a different scale (logarithmic
or split). However, if the intention of the writer
is to illustrate the enormous difference between
company D and the others, the graph is very
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Figure 5: Extreme ranges cause low readability

efficient as it is.
Our research extends the work of Bertin [2]

and MacKinlay [12, 13] on the types and organi-
zation of variables, the work of Zelazny on mes-
sages and goals [20] and integrates it with other
theories on the use of tables [19, 9] and graphs
[5, 6, 8, 16, 17, 18].

3 A report generator: the Post-
Graphe system

Our prototype, the PostGraphe system is a com-
promise between keeping the implementation
simple and obtaining satisfactory results. Af-
ter examining a number of reports, we noticed
that text and graphics were often used together
to transmit the same message. Since one of our
goals was the study of the integration of text
and graphics, we decided to always generate a
text/graphics pair for every message.

Unfortunately, we could not simplify the re-
alization level. We would have prefered to use
a readily available graphical tool for realization
and spend more time on higher-level aspects such
as the medium selection. A few attempts were

made using tools such as X-Lisp-Stat for point
and line graphs and LATEX for tables. Unfortu-
nately, too many high-level choices depend on
simple low-level details such as the number of
available colors or the positioning of textual la-
bels in a graph. By designing our own graphical
realizer in Prolog, the same language as the rest
of the system, we were able to precisely integrate
it in the decision process, thus allowing more ac-
curate heuristics and a backtracking approach
for more complex cases.

As for the text realization tool, we chose to
adapt a systemic-based text generator called
PréTexte [11]. This system was well-suited to
our needs for two reasons: first, it was devel-
oped in Prolog, making it easy to integrate into
PostGraphe. Second, it specializes in the gener-
ation of temporal expressions. Since evolution
is one of the most frequent goals in a statis-
tical report, the temporal knowledge built into
PréTexte proved very useful.

We will now describe the major steps followed
by the system in the generation of a report.

The input of PostGraphe, consists of 3 special
annotations followed by the raw data. These an-
notations indicate the types of the variables, how
to determine the relational keys for the data and
a series of predicates describing the writer’s in-
tentions. The justification for these annotations
and their Prolog syntax are presented in detail
in [10]. See figure 6 for an example of their use.

3.1 Types

The type system’s role is to associate to every
variable of the input a set of properties and a
unit. The properties are organised as a multiple
inheritance graph divided into a number of sub-
graphs, each corresponding to a specific feature
[10]. The most important sub-graphs describe
the following features: organization (nominal,
ordinal, quantitative, . . . ) [2, 12, 13], domain
(enumeration, range, . . . ), temporal (month,
year, . . . ), format (integer, real, . . . ), mesure-
ments (distance, duration, . . . ), and specific ob-
jects (countries, . . . ). The properties have a vari-
able number of parameters which can be used to



further specify their function. For example, for
an enumerated type (domain sub-graph), a sin-
gle parameter specifies the list of values for the
enumeration.

In the input, the main type (or class) of each
variable is specified, as well as a list of auxiliary
types. The auxiliary properties override the ones
that are inherited from the class, thus allowing
the tailoring of built-in types in the input. Also,
a number of automatic type definitions are added
according to the nature of the data (integers, la-
bels, . . . ).

Units are organized in a parallel inheritance
graph. The inheritance mecanism is much sim-
pler than the one used for types. A unit can be
associated with every type (e.g. percentage 7→
%). If a unit cannot be found using single inher-
itance, the name of the type is used as a unit.
This process is described in more detail in [10].

3.2 Relational keys

Relational keys are similar to the notion of the
same name in relational databases [7] and help
determine which variables depend on which oth-
ers. They are also used for ordering variables in
some graphics so that the more important ones
(usually the keys) are given the more visible po-
sitions.

One of the design goals of PostGraphe was to
be able to function as a front-end to a spread-
sheet. It was thus important to keep the data
as close as possible to a format compatible with
that type of software. Although a representa-
tion at the level of an entity relationship diagram
would have been quite useful, especially for long
reports and global relationships between sets of
data, we chose to limit the input to a table-
like structure which is easily obtainable from
a spreadsheet. Consequently, PostGraphe must
be able to automatically compute the relational
keys it needs from the data.

Sometimes, automatic calculation of keys can
give strange results which do not fit with the se-
mantics of the variables. For example, a variable
such as profits can wind up as a key if its val-
ues are all different but it is rarely desirable to

express a set of variables such as years and com-
pany names as a function of profits. It is usually
the other way around.

To solve this problem, 2 optional informations
are specified in the input: a list of variables that
can be used as keys and a list of variables that
cannot be used as keys. This method is easy to
implement in a spreadsheet, and some control
is maintained without having to abandon auto-
matic calculation of keys (useful for large par-
tially unknown data sets).

3.3 Writer’s intentions and planning

The writers’ intentions describe what to say and
up to a certain point, how to say it. Intentions
are constraints on the expressivity of the chosen
text and graphics. PostGraphe tries to find the
smallest set of schemas that covers the writer’s
intentions.

The following basic intentions are covered in
our model: the presentation of a variable, the
comparison of variables or sets of variables, the
evolution of a variable along another one, the
correlation of variables and the distribution of
a variable over another one. Some of these in-
tentions are further divided into more specific
subtypes.

The study of intentions is a major topic of our
research. More details about the organization of
our goal system can be found in [10].

PostGraphe uses the same planning mechanism
to generate text and graphics. The planner uses
the types and values of the data as well as the
relational keys but it is mainly goal-driven. It
builds on the ideas of Mackinlay [12, 13] but ex-
tends them in important ways.

MacKinlay’s algorithm, as used in APT, takes
as input a set of typed variables and determines
the most efficient graphical encoding (position,
length, color, . . . ) for each of them. There are
many ways of expressing each variable and the
system tries to find a way of expressing them all
graphically in the same figure, if possible, or in
a set of related figures. APT works by allocating
the best possible graphical encoding to each vari-
able and then checking if the result is feasible. If



it is not, it backtracks on the last allocation and
tries the next best encoding for it. The feasabil-
ity of a set of choices depends on the output
medium (2D vs 3D, color vs greyscale). Since the
variables are allocated sequentially, their order-
ing is important and determines which variables
will get the best encodings in problem situations.
The algorithm doesn’t try to maximize the over-
all efficiency of a result but assumes that impor-
tant variables are listed first and gives them the
best encodings.

This method has a few shortcomings: it is
based on a very limited set of types (quantita-
tive, ordinal, nominal), it works on individual
variables instead of global relations and it is not
easily applicable to text. Working with individ-
ual variables is an interesting approach to the
problem of graphics generation as it allows the
system to reason on the low level components of
graphics and it makes it more efficient. On the
other hand, it creates 2 major problems: it is
ambiguous at the realization phase and it ignores
inter-variable phenomena. The ambiguity stems
from the fact that a number of structurally differ-
ent graphs can express the same variables using
the same encodings. For example, line, bar, col-
umn and point graphs can all be used to present
2 variables using positional encoding. However,
there are important differences between these 4
graphs. The lines in a line graph, the rectangles
and their orientation in bar and column graphs
all play an important role in the perception of the
data. These differences play a major role in the
expression of inter-variable phenomena such as
comparison and correlation. For example, corre-
lation is better preceived on a point graph than
on a line graph.

PostGraphe does not use a list of variables as
its main input. Instead, it uses a set of inter-
variable or intra-variable goals. The result of our
planning algorithm is a schema for each group of
compatible goals. These schemas are used for
text as well as graphics. No ordering of goals
or variables is assumed because all choices are
weighted and a global quality function allow the
system to maximize the overall efficiency of each
graph. By default, the system assumes that all

user goals are equivalent but the user can choose
to change their relative weights in the input to
assure that some of them are better expressed by
the system. This maximization complicates the
exploration of the solutions as it becomes impos-
sible to return the first feasible solution. Theo-
retically, one should look at all possible groups of
goals to see if they can coexist in the same graph
and evaluate how efficient each group is both
globally and in regards to constraints placed on
individual goals by the user. This is obviously
impossible as it leads to massively exponential
behaviour. Heuristics are used by PostGraphe to
trim the number of solutions down to a usable
level.

The user has the option of manually limiting
the scope of the grouping process by building sets
of related goals. The system will respect these
boundaries and never try to group goals from
different sets. The normal algorithm is applied
to goals inside each set. If only a single set if
goals is specified, the system does all the work
of grouping and ordering the information. This
manual partitioning of goals is useful to organize
goals according to themes (e.g. a set of goals
to present the data, a set of goals to illustrate a
trend, . . . ).

Inside a set of goals, the planning process is
divided in 4 steps: we first find the intentions
that are “compatible” so that each schema takes
into account as many intentions as possible while
keeping each one “readable”. The compatibility
of intentions is determined using simple heuris-
tics.

Then we check if each group is feasible and de-
termine the best schema to express it. This step
is based on a lookup table, much like MacKin-
lay’s algorithm [12, 13] which uses an associa-
tion between the type of a variable and the most
efficient graphical methods to express it. Our
table is goal-oriented instead of type-oriented:
it associates each possible user goal with the
schemas that can express it. The table entries
are weighted, and the result of this phase is a
list of candidates sorted from the most to the
least efficient for the current goals.

The next step is the low-level generation of



graphic primitives and text. It can be deter-
mined at this stage that a figure cannot be gener-
ated because of physical reasons: it is too big to
fit, not enough grey levels are available, . . . This
low level work is quite involved because it has
to take into account the 2-D constraints and the
limitations of the media. For this we had to de-
velop a Postscript generation system in Prolog
in order to determine the exact position of each
element (character, line, axis, etc...) of a gener-
ated graph. If a candidate is rejected, the next
one on the sorted list is tried. The surface text
generation is handled by a modified version of
PréTexte [11].

Finally, a post-optimization phase eliminates
redundancies which can occur because the
heuristics sometimes miss a compatible grouping
of intentions.

An important aspect of PostGraphe is that it
uses no high-level reasoning on intentions. In-
stead, all of its knowledge is encoded in the links
and weights of the table, which was first created
using a set of graphical rules and conventions.
This approach is more similar to neural nets than
MacKinlay’s graphical language. The advantage
of such an approach is that the table could be au-
tomatically modified by the system in response
to user satisfaction or dissatisfaction with a re-
sult. The obvious problem, as with neural nets,
is that the system’s knowledge is not easily ex-
pressible as a set of human-readable rules.

3.4 An automatically generated re-
port

In this section, we present a simple example of
input and output from the PostGraphe system.
The Prolog input can be seen in figure 6; lines
starting with % are comments. The output was
generated by the system, but the information
was manually re-ordered and formatted in or-
der to better satisfy the space requirements of
this article. In particular, the graphs are pre-
sented at roughly 60% of their actual size and the
structure of the report was flattened by removing
section titles. The captions of the figures were
translated from the French output of PostGraphe,

but the internal labels and the text produced by
PréTexte (figure 11) were left in French. The
captions show the name of the schema and the
intentions used to generate each figure, with a
quality factor (0-100) for each intention.

data(% names of the variables
[annee,compagnie,profits,depenses],
% types of the variables
% (/ with aux. properties)
[annee,
etiquette,
dollar/[pluriel(profit)],
dollar/[pluriel(depense)]],

% variables that can be part
% of a relational key
[annee,compagnie],
% variables that can’t be part
% of a relational key
[profits,depenses],
% writer’s intentions
[% section 1
[presentation(annee),
presentation(compagnie),
presentation(profits),
presentation(depenses)],

% section 2
[comparaison([reduce(moyenne,profits)],

[compagnie])>90,
comparaison([reduce(moyenne,profits),

reduce(moyenne,depenses)],
[compagnie]),

correlation(profits,depenses),
repartition(reduce(moyenne,depenses),

[compagnie]),
proportion([compagnie]),
evolution(reduce(moyenne,profits),

annee)*2]],
% the data
[[1987,’A’,30,80],
[1988,’A’,35,90],
[1989,’A’,40,110],
[1990,’A’,35,110],
[1991,’A’,30,100],
...
[1990,’E’,85,90],
[1991,’E’,40,36],
[1992,’E’,120,105]]).

Figure 6: The input as a Prolog term



annee 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992

compagnie depenses depenses depenses depenses depenses depenses profits profits profits profits profits profits

A 80 90 110 110 100 120 30 35 40 35 30 40

B 250 275 250 280 290 300 160 165 140 155 160 160

C 97 120 140 170 190 230 50 55 60 95 100 110

D 120 120 125 160 170 170 60 65 60 75 80 70

E 27 60 70 90 36 105 10 40 62 85 40 120

Figure 7: [Schema: tableau1]. presentation of the variables: years (100), companies (100), spending
(100) and profits (100).
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Figure 8: [Schema: colonnes3]. comparison of
the profit average and the spending average of
the companies (80).
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Figure 9: [Schema: barres1]. comparison of the
profits average between companies (100).
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Figure 10: [Schema: colonnes1]. evolution of the
profit average along the years (94).

De 1987 à 1990 la moyenne des profits a aug-
menté de 62$ à 89$.

Pendant 1 année elle a diminué de 7$.

Jusqu’en 1992 elle a augmenté de 82$ à 100$.

Figure 11: [Schema: evolution1]. evolution of
the profit average along the years (99).
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Figure 12: [Schema: tarte3]. proportion of com-
panies (100) in the distribution of the spending
average of the companies (90).
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Figure 13: [Schema: points1]. correlation be-
tween profits and spending (100).

4 Conclusion

The focus of our research is the integrated gener-
ation of text and graphics in statistical reports.
In order to achieve our objectives, we have con-

sidered the writer’s goals, the types and values of
the variables to be presented, and the relations
between these variables.

As we have shown in this paper, all of these
factors must be taken into account simultane-
ously in order to produce an efficient report.
Some research has focused on these problems
separately, such as MacKinlay’s APT system
[12, 13] which focuses mainly on type-based
graph generation, Zelazny’s work on graphs and
messages [20], and Casner’s study of tasks/goals
[4]. Good design rules also have to be considered
when choosing and generating tables [19, 9] and
graphs [6, 8, 16, 17, 18, 5], as these have a direct
influence on the reader’s perception of a report.
Thus, one has to consider the writer’s goals, the
data itself and the reader’s interpretation.

Other related works include Mittal et al.’s ex-
tension [14] to the sage system [15] which uses
text to explain the structure of graphs and charts
– unlike our system, which uses it to present
and explain the data itself – and wip [1], a well-
known multimedia generator which has the same
goals as our system, but works on a different type
of data (structured representations vs tables of
numbers). wip is more concerned with content
and media selection according to the user’s goals,
whereas with PostGraphe, the content is almost
directly determined by the writer’s intentions,
but the structure is totally flexible, as the sys-
tem must build its internal representations and
output from raw data.
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